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Computational methods for predicting ligand affinity
where no protein structure is known generally take the
form of regression analysis based on molecular features
that have only a tangential relationship to a protein/
ligand binding event. Such methods have utility in retro-
spective rationalization of activity patterns of substitu-
ents on a common scaffold, but are limited when either
multiple scaffolds are present or when ligand alignment
varies significantly based on structural changes. In addi-
tion, such methods generally assume independence and
additivity of effect from scaffold substituents. Collec-
tively, these non-physical modeling assumptions sharply
limit the utility of widely used QSAR approaches for
prospective prediction of ligand activity.
The approach we report builds upon the Compass
approach by constructing physical models of a protein
binding site based upon ligand binding data. The result is
a binding site composed of molecular fragments that can
be treated as a target for molecular docking. The binding
site model consists of molecular fragments that can
account for multiple positions of protein residues. It is not
a literal reconstruction of a single configuration of protein
residues. New molecules are docked directly into the bind-
ing site, with their highest scoring poses serving as the
prediction of binding geometry and the corresponding
score being the predicted affinity. By deriving a virtual
binding pocket at the same time as the relative poses of
ligands are identified, the key analogy is that one can treat
a computational model of a binding site as one treats a
protein binding pocket. We seek the optimal fit of ligands
into the binding site. One begins with a guess as to the
initial alignment of ligands, then constructs a model of
activity that depends on the ligands’ poses. The model can
be thought of as a virtual receptor. Next, one seeks poses
for each ligand that optimize their interaction with the vir-
tual receptor. Then, the virtual receptor is refined, making
use of the new ligand poses, and the process iterates
between pose refinement and virtual receptor refinement.
As the virtual receptor evolves, the changes in ligand
scores due to pose optimization decrease. When the itera-
tive process converges, the final poses of the ligands are
optimal with respect to the final virtual receptor. The soft-
ware implementing the algorithms for pocket construction
and ligand activity prediction constitute a new module
within the Surflex platform, called Surflex-QMOD (Quan-
titativeModeling).
The Surflex-QMOD approach addresses the physical
linkage between activity model and molecular binding
mode with pockets having detailed structure comparable
to true protein binding sites. Because the model building
process results in a model that selects ligand alignments
based on mutual interaction, there is a direct correspon-
dence between the physical process of protein/ligand bind-
ing and the act of prediction.
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